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Response to Reviewer-1: Christoph von Hagke:

- This manuscript presents a compilation of thermochronological data from Central Eu-
rope, strengthened by roughly 150 new AFT & AHe data. Using this data, the uplift and
exhumation history of Central Europe is constrained, and different driving mechanisms
are discussed based on thermal modeling and rough calculations of the response sig-
nals to isostatic and dynamic processes. The study concludes that a combination of
thrust related exhumation and large-scale domal uplift explain best the data. The study
presents an effort that is comprehensive, of timely importance and is very well written.
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It should be published after some very minor corrections.

Thanks a lot for the careful and positive evaluation.

- Figure 1: Does not work well in b&w. The profile is very schematic, and more detail
should be added; The fault at the northern fringe of the TF is not shown in the map, or
it should be located in the U-Permian section.

We have changed the colors now showing only the brown colored ‘Variscan basement
and Lower Permian’ in the lower map, Fig. 1C. The section in Fig 1B is a simplified
sketch to illustrate the overall structural pattern. The northern margin of the TF is
indeed rather complex, strongly variable along strike. We now refer in the caption to
the more detailed section in Fig.4.

- Figure 2: This is an interesting plot, but some revisions would be good to make it
more accessible. Currently on y-axis you plot number of samples. Instead you should
use % (as you do in Fig 8). Error bars on ages are missing. Alternatively, you could
simply use the fromat of Fig. 8B, which is very straight forward to read. I am skeptical
about the meaning of median ages. For calculating the median you pool ages that are
unrelated. While it does make more sense for very steep curves, a median age e.g. for
the Erzgebirge seems geologically meaningless.

The y-axis has been changed to percentage as requested. These are overview plots
compiled from in part pretty old literature data, where errors are treated differently.
Adding these errors would not help much given the purpose of the figure, i.e. reviewing
evidence for Late Cretaceous cooling all over Central Europe.

- Thermal modeling: The hyperbolic cooling trend is visible in TF, but not so much in
HM. I find it unfortunate that you present envelopes only, as the single path plot would
show this better.

We prefer to keep the envelopes because presentation of the individual t-T lines may
be rather misleading. Even accepted time-temperature trials may have unrealistic zig-
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zag character. Such sharp turns from cooling to heating are not a reliable scenarios for
the thermal evolution of sedimentary basins where the isotherms are typically moving
rather gently through time. The modelling procedures offer an operator-determined lim-
itation for the heating-cooling rates, but actually we have not any acceptable reasoning
for applying maximum values, especially not, as it can modify the final thermal path.
Our procedure relies on simply chopping off the meaningless sharp peaks and turns
of mathematically correct but geologically unrealistic trials. In this way we emphasize
the envelop of the highest density of acceptable or good thermal paths as a kind of
smoothing procedure that keeps the essential character of the t-T array, but does not
show the unrealistic solutions.

- Reconstruction of missing sequence: in line 495 ff you discuss that thickness of the
Jurassic to L-Cretaceous strata was possibly thicker. How would this influence your
thermal model, as temperature at deepest burial would increase?

Indeed, the inferred removal of 3-4 km overburden requires relatively thick Mesozoic
strata including large contribution from Jurassic and Lower Cretaceous strata. For the
model, their variation would impact the prograde thermal path only, which in any case
should have reached AFT reset before onset of inversion/cooling in Late Cretaceous
time (except for the marginal regions in the West and East). The impact of having more
burial than necessary for full reset is negligible. This point is explained in section 6.2.

- Dynamic topography: You discuss plate movements of Eurasia citing Seton et al.
2012. This is a great paper, however a global model, which often cannot take into ac-
count more local results. Aren’t there more local studies constraining plate movements
for that particular region (ideally also in a global reference frame)?

We are not aware of studies deducing absolute plate motions based on a scale
smaller than global. For instance, discrepancies between the Atlantic-Indian and Pa-
cific hotspot reference frames need to be resolved globally.

- The text is full of abbreviations. I suggest to get rid of most of them. Often not needed,
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and makes the text harder to follow.

We have omitted some abbreviations (NEGB, CEVP, ...), but decided to keep those
which are frequently used by many scientists (AFT, AHe, tT-path, etc.) and those which
refer to the specific sub-regions of the study area because these are used consistently
throughout the text, figures and tables.

- There is mixed used of AE & BE (gray v grey; modeling v modelling...)

Corrected to BE

- Very minor comments: Line 27: add references

Done

- Line 46: this must have been said also earlier than 1997

Yes, that’s true. We now also cite Ziegler 1987 (and references therein).

- Line 97: add that few samples are from drill holes or specify near-surface to <500 m.

Done

- Line 113: the right side, not the left side. You could also say the eastern side (not
sure right and left even though used in Germany is suitable here. Maybe it is....)

Corrected to right side

- Line 139: " by numerous studies (as reviewed below)"

Done

- Line 168: here and elsewhere - I find the word significant overused and pushy. Sug-
gest to not use it but be quantitative instead.

Ok, the use of the word significant is now strongly reduced, replaced by words like
marked, distinct, remarkably, etc.
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- Line 180: reference missing

It’s the same references as for the sentence before; Vamvaka et al. 2014, now added.

- Line 239: Reference missing

We now refer to Lotze (1948) and Kley et al. (2008).

- Caption Fig. 4 and elsewhere - are page numbers required after the ref.?

Not sure. I guess they are not required but usually help the readers in case of long
papers, chapters or textbooks. We decided to keep them and leave the final decision
for the editorial handling. . .

- Line 594: put "t" in italics.

Done

- Line 608 ff: you might consider including the reference of Bourgois et al., maybe
particularly as you disagree with this interpretation, and it is a well-known paper.

Bourgeois et al. (2007, in IJES) discuss what they interpret as present-day lithospheric
folds trending SW-NE, caused by the present stress field acting since ca. 25 Ma. We
would like to avoid entering a discussion on whether and how hypothetical Cretaceous
lithospheric folds would give way to folds of a new direction, how long that would take
(Burov and Cloetingh in one of their papers discuss the persistence of lithospheric
folds), and whether traces of Late Cretaceous to Paleocene folds could be preserved.
We feel that would take us too far away from our line of reasoning. Anyway, there is a
more detailed discussion of lithospheric folding in the new version (see also response
to reviewer-2).

Interactive comment on Solid Earth Discuss., https://doi.org/10.5194/se-2020-183, 2020.
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